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We obtain constraints on the mixing of vectorlike quarks coupling predominantly to the third

generation. We consider all (seven) relevant types of vectorlike quarks, individually. The constraints

are derived from oblique corrections and Z ! b �b measurements at the Large Electron-Positron (LEP)

Collider and the Stanford Linear Collider. We investigate the implications of these constraints on LHC

phenomenology, concerning the decays of the heavy quarks and their single production. We also explore

indirect effects of heavy quark mixing in top and bottom couplings. A remarkable effect is the possibility

of explaining the anomalous forward-backward asymmetry in Z ! b �b at the LEP with a hypercharge

�5=6 doublet. We also study the impact of the new quarks on single Higgs production at the LHC and

Higgs decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vectorlike quarks are hypothetical spin 1=2 particles
that transform as triplets under the color gauge group and
whose left- and right-handed components have the same
color and electroweak quantum numbers. These new par-
ticles are receiving a lot of attention for several reasons. To
start with, they are the simplest example of colored fermi-
ons still allowed by experimental data. Indeed, extra quarks
with chiral couplings, such as fourth generation quarks, are
now excluded [1] by the recent measurements of Higgs-
mediated cross sections [2,3], when combined with direct
searches at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4,5].1

Vectorlike quarks, on the other hand, do not receive their
masses from Yukawa couplings to a Higgs doublet, and are
consistent with existing Higgs data. Secondly, they can mix
with the standard model (SM) quarks and thereby modify
their couplings to the Z, W and Higgs boson. Indeed, the
addition of vectorlike quarks to the SM is the simplest way
of breaking the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani [7] mechanism
giving rise for example to tree-level flavor-changing neu-
tral currents [8,9] and potentially striking new effects in
low energy physics, none of which have been observed,
however. In this respect, new vectorlike quarks also intro-
duce new sources of CP violation [10–13], as it typically
occurs in most SM extensions. In the third place, they can
be analyzed in a model-independent approach in terms of
just a few free parameters. Finally, vectorlike quarks at the
TeV scale are strongly motivated by at least two theoretical
ideas, which are often put together: they are required if
the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson to induce electro-
weak breaking and explain the observed lightness of the

Higgs [14–16], and they emerge as fermion resonances in
the partial-compositeness theory of flavor [17,18]. Due to
the large Yukawa coupling of the top quark, both mecha-
nisms give rise to a sizable mixing of the new quarks with
the third family of SM quarks, hence the name ‘‘top
partners,’’ often used in this context. Of course, vectorlike
quarks do arise in all explicit models that implement these
ideas, such as little Higgs and composite Higgs models, or
their holographic versions. They also appear in any model
with quarks propagating in the bulk of extra dimensions
and in grand unified and string theories based on the group
E6 [19], although in this case they are not guaranteed to be
near the TeV scale.
Extra heavy quarks can be pair produced at hadron

colliders through their gauge couplings to gluons, with a
strength given by the strong coupling constant, gs. Unlike
fermions in other color representations, they subsequently
decay into SM particles, namely ordinary quarks plus a
Higgs or a gauge boson, with branching ratios that are
mostly determined by their gauge quantum numbers.
These decays occur through the mixing of the new quarks
with the SM ones. The very same mixing gives rise to two
other important effects: it produces a modification of the
couplings of the SM quarks (more precisely, of the lighter
eigenstates), and it opens up the possibility of single pro-
duction of the new quarks (the heavier eigenstates), which
becomes the dominant production mechanism for high
enough masses.
In this paper, we analyze the observable consequences of

the mixing between SM and extra vectorlike quarks, with
emphasis on the connection between them. We find limits
on the mixings from electroweak precision data at the Z
pole, and use them to extract the allowed values for the
mass splittings of the new quarks, their decay branching
ratios, the rates of single production and the deviations in

1A fourth generation is independently excluded by electro-
weak precision tests [6].
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the couplings of the known quarks. We follow a model-
independent approach by studying all the gauge-covariant
fermion multiplets that can mix with the SM quarks via
renormalizable couplings, with the implicit assumption
that the scalar sector comprises only SUð2ÞL doublets, as
is the case of the SM. The possible multiplets have been
classified in [20]. It turns out that there are only seven
possibilities, so a comprehensive study is a relatively
simple task. This systematic approach has already been
applied to pair production of vectorlike quarks in [21].
(See also [22–26].)

In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the
vectorlike quarks only couple to the quarks of the third
family (for a more detailed discussion see [27]). As we
have mentioned above, this pattern of mixing is well moti-
vated by the large Yukawa coupling of the top quark, which
suggests a close connection of the top quark (and the left-
handed component of the bottom quark) with any new
physics related to electroweak symmetry breaking or to
the fermion mass hierarchy. From an experimental point
of view, predominant mixing with the third generation is
favored as well. In the down sector, it helps in avoiding
flavor problems, thanks to the hierarchical structure of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)matrix, although ex-
clusive mixing with the d or s quarks is also allowed. In the
up sector themixingwith theu or c quarks is subdominant if
only one vectorlike multiplet is included, but it leads to
interesting flavor-changing neutral top interactions [28].2

Electroweak precision observables are sensitive to the
sum of the different possible new physics contributions.
For this reason, to extract precise limits on new particles it
is always necessary to make some assumption that restricts
new effects on electroweak precision data. We make an
unbiased choice based on minimality: we consider exten-
sions of the SM with all possible vectorlike quark multip-
lets, but only one at a time, and further assume that no
additional new physics modifies the electroweak observ-
ables. The bounds on the mixings we derive in this fashion
are conservative for most new physics scenarios. Indeed,
due to the large range of electroweak observables and the
combination of tree-level and loop contributions, addi-
tional multiplets or other new physics effects typically
increase the �2 of the fits [31]. However, one should
always keep in mind the existence of models that are
constructed to enforce cancellations that relax the bounds,
possibly with the aid of symmetries. Well-motivated ex-
amples are given by realistic composite Higgs models
based on [32], which contain several vectorlike multiplets
and incorporate a custodial protection at the tree level of
the T parameter [33] and the ratio Rb of the partial width
for Z ! b �b over the total hadronic Z width. Such models

[34,35] are not covered by the analysis in this paper.
They require dedicated examinations of their electroweak
constraints (see e.g. [36]) and their LHC implications
(see [37–39]).
We anticipate that, for most multiplets, the electroweak

constraints that we derive with our assumptions are quite
tight and preclude a clear observation of deviations in
the couplings of the top quark at the LHC and the
International Linear Collider (ILC). On the other hand,
we find that a quark doublet with hypercharge �5=6
has relatively weak bounds and can actually improve
significantly the electroweak fit by reconciling, with
just one free parameter, the predictions for Rb and the
forward-backward (FB) asymmetry in eþe� ! Z ! b �b,
Ab
FB, with their observed values at the Large Electron-

Positron (LEP) Collider and the Stanford Linear Collider
(SLC) [40]. This remarkably simple explanation of the
long-standing Ab

FB anomaly was originally proposed in
[41].3 It predicts a large single production rate of an
extra quark of electric charge �4=3, with a visible signal
at the LHC.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we

introduce the seven vectorlike quark multiplets and de-
scribe their mixing with the third family of SM quarks.
In Sec. III we obtain limits on these mixings and the
masses of the new quarks from the relevant electroweak
precision data, namely oblique parameters and Z ! b �b
observables. Section IV contains a brief discussion on the
possible effects in Higgs production and decay. In Sec. V
we study the allowed splittings of masses and the al-
lowed branching ratios for the decay of all the different
extra quarks. In Sec. VI we analyze the allowed single
production cross sections at the LHC. In Sec. VII we
discuss the allowed deviations of top couplings and the
expectations for measurements at the LHC and ILC.
Section VIII is devoted to the vectorlike-quark explana-
tion of the Ab

FB LEP anomaly and its observable conse-
quences at the LHC. We conclude in Sec. IX. Finally,
Appendix A collects the analytical expressions for all the
couplings of light and heavy quarks to the gauge bosons
and the Higgs, and Appendix B the partial widths for the
different heavy quark decay modes.

II. MIXING WITH VECTORLIKE QUARKS

If the scalar sector only includes SUð2ÞL doublets, as is
the case of the SM, new vectorlike quarks coupling to
the SM ones with renormalizable couplings can only ap-
pear in seven gauge-covariant multiplets with definite
SUð3ÞC � SUð2ÞL � Uð1ÞY quantum numbers [20]:

2We also note that a cancellation of the effects of different
extra quarks might allow a significant mixing with the lighter
generations [29]. The phenomenological consequences for LHC
searches have been explored in [30].

3In that paper, a vectorlike singlet was also added to keep Rb
close to its SM value (see [42] for a dedicated analysis of the
LHC phenomenology of this model). Here we explore the
simplest possibility of fitting the electroweak data with only
one multiplet.
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T0
L;R; B0

L;R ðsingletsÞ;
ðXT0ÞL;R; ðT0B0ÞL;R; ðB0YÞL;R ðdoubletsÞ;
ðXT0B0ÞL;R; ðT0B0YÞL;R ðtripletsÞ:

(1)

We use in this section a zero superscript on weak eigen-
states to distinguish them from mass eigenstates; this
superscript will be omitted when it is clear from the con-
text. The new fields T0, B0 have electric charges 2=3 and
�1=3, respectively. Note that some of the multiplets in-
clude quarks X of electric charge 5=3, and Y with charge
�4=3, in which case the weak and mass eigenstates coin-
cide as long as only one such multiplet is present. We will
actually restrict ourselves to extensions of the SM with
only one extra multiplet, as explained in the Introduction.

When new fields T0
L;R of charge 2=3 and nonstandard

isospin assignments are added to the SM, the resulting
physical up-type quark mass eigenstates u, c, t, T may in
general contain nonzero T0

L;R components leading for ex-

ample to a deviation in their couplings to the Z boson.
Constraints on these deviations for the up and charm
quarks result from atomic parity violation experiments
and the measurement of Rc at the LEP [43] and are
far stronger than for the top quark [44].4 So, it is very
reasonable to assume that only the top quark has sizeable
T0
L;R components (or, in other words, only the top quark

‘‘mixes’’ with T). In this case, the relation between charge
2=3weak and mass eigenstates can be parametrized by two
2� 2 unitary matrices Uu

L;R,

tL;R

TL;R

 !
¼Uu

L;R

t0L;R

T0
L;R

 !

¼ cos�uL;R �sin�uL;Re
i�u

sin�uL;Re
�i�u cos�uL;R

 !
t0L;R

T0
L;R

 !
: (2)

In the down sector, the addition of new fields B0
L;R of

charge �1=3 results in four mass eigenstates d, s, b, B.
In contrast with the up sector, the measurement of Rb at the
LEP sets constraints on the b mixing with the new fields
that are stronger than for mixing with the lighter quarks d, s
[44]. (An exception to this statement is discussed in
Sec. VIII.) However, one still expects dominant mixing
with the b quark given the usual Yukawa coupling hier-
archy in the mass matrices. This is the case, for instance, in
models with fermion partial compositeness. We will then
assume dominant b� B mixing parametrized by two
2� 2 unitary matrices Ud

L;R,

bL;R

BL;R

 !
¼ Ud

L;R

b0L;R

B0
L;R

 !

¼ cos �dL;R � sin �dL;Re
i�d

sin �dL;Re
�i�d cos �dL;R

 !
b0L;R

B0
L;R

 !
: (3)

The Lagrangian for the third generation and heavy quarks
in the mass eigenstate basis is given in Appendix A. To
ease the notation, we have dropped the superscripts u (d) of
the angles �uL;R (�dL;R) in the models where the mixing

occurs only in the up (down) sector. Additionally, we use

the shorthands su;dL;R � sin �u;dL;R, c
u;d
L;R � cos �u;dL;R, etc. This

Lagrangian contains all the phenomenologically relevant
information:
(i) the modifications of the SM couplings that might

show indirect effects of new quarks can be found in
the terms that do not contain heavy quark fields;

(ii) the terms relevant for LHC phenomenology—heavy
quark production and decay— are those involving a
heavy and a light quark;

(iii) terms with two heavy quarks are relevant for their
contribution to oblique corrections.

The unitary matricesUu
L;R in Eq. (2) andUd

L;R in Eq. (3) are

determined by the condition that the mass matrices in the
mass eigenstate basis are diagonal. In the weak eigenstate
basis, the third generation and heavy quark mass terms are

Lmass ¼ � �t0L �T0
L

� � yu33
vffiffi
2

p yu34
vffiffi
2

p

yu43
vffiffi
2

p M0

0
@

1
A t0R

T0
R

 !

� �b0L �B0
L

� � yd33
vffiffi
2

p yd34
vffiffi
2

p

yd43
vffiffi
2

p M0

0
@

1
A b0R

B0
R

 !
þ H:c:;

(4)

with yqij, q ¼ u, d, Yukawa couplings, v ¼ 246 GeV the

Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) and M0 a bare
mass term.5 Then, the mixing matrices are determined by

Uq
LM

qðUq
RÞy ¼ Mq

diag; (5)

with Mq the two mass matrices in Eq. (4) and Mq
diag the

diagonalized ones. These general equations are simplified
in some particular cases. In the multiplets where either T or
B quarks are absent, the corresponding 2� 2 mass matrix
reduces to the SM quark mass term. Notice also that, in
multiplets with both T and B quarks, the bare mass term is
the same for the up and down sectors. For singlets and
triplets one has yq43 ¼ 0, whereas for doublets yq34 ¼ 0.

4This statement applies not only to T singlets [44] but to all
multiplets with T quarks, since in all cases the deviations in the Z
couplings are given by the square of a mixing angle.

5As pointed out in the Introduction, this bare mass term is not
related to the Higgs mechanism. It is gauge invariant and can
appear as a bare mass term in the Lagrangian, or it can be
generated by a Yukawa coupling to a scalar singlet that acquires
a VEV v0 � v.
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Moreover, for the ðXTBÞ triplet yd34 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
yu34, and for the

ðTBYÞ triplet, yu34 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
yd34.

6

The mixing angles in the left- and right-handed sectors
are not independent parameters. From the mass matrix
biunitary diagonalization in Eq. (5) one finds (see
also [45])

tan2�qL¼
ffiffiffi
2

p jyq34jvM0

ðM0Þ2�jyq33j2v2=2�jyq34j2v2=2
ðsinglets;tripletsÞ;

tan2�qR¼
ffiffiffi
2

p jyq43jvM0

ðM0Þ2�jyq33j2v2=2�jyq43j2v2=2
ðdoubletsÞ;

(6)

with the relations (see also [30,45,46])

tan�qR ¼ mq

mQ

tan�qL ðsinglets; tripletsÞ;

tan�qL ¼ mq

mQ

tan�qR ðdoubletsÞ;
(7)

with ðq;mq;mQÞ ¼ ðu;mt; mTÞ, ðd;mb;mBÞ, so one of the

mixing angles is always dominant, especially in the down
sector. In addition, for the triplets the relations between the
off-diagonal Yukawa couplings lead to relations between
the mixing angles in the up and down sectors,

sin 2�dL ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p m2
T �m2

t

m2
B �m2

b

sin 2�uL ðXTBÞ;

sin 2�dL ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p m2
T �m2

t

m2
B �m2

b

sin 2�uL ðTBYÞ:
(8)

Therefore, all multiplets involve a single independent mix-
ing angle parameter, except the ðTBÞ doublet, which has
two. The masses of the heavy quarks deviate from M0 due
to the nonzero mixing with the SM quarks, and for doublets
and triplets the masses of the different components of the
multiplet are related, as described in Sec. V. All together,
these relations show that all multiplets except the ðTBÞ
doublet can be parametrized by a mixing angle, a heavy
quark mass and a CP-violating phase that enters few
couplings and can be ignored for the observables consid-
ered in this paper. In the case of the ðTBÞ doublet there are
two independent mixing angles and two CP-violating
phases for the up and down sectors.

III. LIMITS ON MIXING

The mixing of the top and bottom quark with heavy
partners results in new contributions to the oblique
parameters S and T [33], precisely measured at the

LEP and SLC.7 The contributions to S, T in models with
arbitrary numbers of T, B singlets and ðTBÞ doublets were
given in [48], and generalized for arbitrary vectorlike
quarks in [49] for S and [36] for T. We have computed
the contributions of new quarks to �T ¼ T� TSM and
�S ¼ S� SSM using the analytical expressions in these
references. For the T singlet and ðXTÞ, ðTBÞ doublets, these
calculations have been cross-checked by implementing the
models in FeynArts/FormCalc [50,51], which are then used
to calculate the gauge boson self-energies. We take the
experimental values, for �U ¼ 0,

�S ¼ 0:04� 0:07; �T ¼ 0:07� 0:08; (9)

with a correlation of 0.88 [43]. The largest deviations are
found, for all multiplets, in the T parameter. Thus, it is the
modification of this quantity which determines the upper
limits on mixing angles, as we will see below.
The mixing of the b quark with a heavy B modifies

the Zb �b coupling at the tree level, whereas t� T mixing
modifies it at the one-loop level, via the top correction to
the effective ZbLbL vertex [52]. We compute this correc-
tion in the presence of vectorlike quarks using the analyti-
cal expressions in [53]. For the SM predictions, we use the
values from a fit in [43]:

RSM
b ¼ 0:21576; Ab;SM

FB ¼ 0:1034;

ASM
b ¼ 0:9348; RSM

c ¼ 0:17227:
(10)

These four observables are affected by modifications of
the Zbb vertex, although Rc only indirectly. Writing the
effective Zbb vertex as

LZbb ¼ � g

2cW
�b��ðcLPL þ cRPRÞbZ�; (11)

and assuming small shifts of the effective couplings �cL,
�cR, the deviations in these observables with respect to
the SM values can be well approximated by the first-order
expressions

Rb ¼ RSM
b ð1� 1:820�cL þ 0:336�cRÞ;

Ab
FB ¼ Ab;SM

FB ð1� 0:1640�cL � 0:8877�cRÞ;
Ab ¼ ASM

b ð1� 0:1640�cL � 0:8877�cRÞ;
Rc ¼ RSM

c ð1þ 0:500�cL � 0:0924�cRÞ: (12)

As experimental measurements, we take [40]

R
exp
b ¼0:21629�0:00066; A

b;exp
FB ¼0:0992�0:0016;

A
exp
b ¼0:923�0:020; R

exp
c ¼0:1721�0:003;

(13)

6We write the triplets in the spherical basis. The
ffiffiffi
2

p
factors stem from the relation between the Cartesian and spheri-
cal coordinates of an irreducible tensor operator of rank 1
(vector).

7Changes in the U parameter are subleading, as for any new
physics at a scale much higher than the mass of the Z, while the
oblique parameters Y and W introduced in [47] and relevant for
LEP 2 observables are not modified in these extensions of the
SM.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Upper limits on the mixing angles for the different multiplets. The current mass limits from direct searches are
also indicated by vertical lines.
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with the correlation matrix

� ¼

1 �0:10 �0:08 �0:18

�0:10 1 0:06 0:04

�0:08 0:06 1 0:04

�0:18 0:04 0:04 1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA; (14)

ordering the observables as Rb; A
b
FB; Ab; Rc. For all mul-

tiplets, except the ðTBÞ doublet, the constraints from T, S
and Z ! b �b are independent. We thus compute the 95%
confidence level (C.L.) upper limits on mixing angles
from each set of observables.8 The results are presented
in Fig. 1. For multiplets with a T quark, we take as
independent parameters mT and the dominant (unsup-
pressed) mixing angle in the up sector, see Eqs. (7).
Otherwise, we take as parameters mB and the dominant
mixing in the down sector. For illustration, we also in-
clude vertical lines corresponding to the current lower
limits on the heavy quark masses. (These limits depend
on the heavy quark decay modes, which are different for
the different multiplets, see Sec. V for further details and
references.) For multiplets without a B quark, the con-
straints from T, S are more restrictive, whereas for mul-
tiplets with a B quark—where tree-level contributions to
the Zbb vertex appear—the converse holds. For the ðTBÞ
doublet, the constraints on �uR are determined by T, S, but
they slightly depend on the value of �dR, which is con-
strained by Z ! b �b. We thus impose agreement with
the two sets of constraints at the 95% C.L. and present
the resulting limits on both �uR and �dR. The mixing for the
ðBYÞ doublet is less constrained than what might be
expected due to the existing discrepancies between the
Z ! b �b data and the SM predictions. We examine this
case in detail in Sec. VIII.

IV. CONTRIBUTION TO HIGGS
PRODUCTION AND DECAY

Vectorlike quarks enter the loop diagrams in the ampli-
tudes for Higgs production by gluon-gluon fusion and
Higgs decay into two photons. However, the minimal ex-
tensions considered in this work give small contributions,
as it will be explicitly shown below. One reason is that
vectorlike quarks decouple when their gauge-invariant
masses become large, with fixed Yukawa couplings (in
which case their mixing with the SM quarks becomes
small). Furthermore, in the case of a heavy T mixing
with the top quark, the contribution turns out to be much
smaller than what decoupling suggests, due to a cancella-
tion between the amplitudes with heavy quark loops and
the effect of modified couplings in the loops with the top.

This mechanism has already been shown for a singlet T in
[24] and for a ðTBÞ doublet in [46]. In the following, we
extend it to all the seven multiplets.
Let us consider the gg ! H (or H ! gg) and H ! ��

processes in models with one vectorlike multiplet. The
contribution of all the quarks of the same charge to the
two corresponding amplitudes is proportional to

Fq ¼
X
i

YiiA1=2

�
M2

H

4m2
i

�
; (15)

where the sum runs over t, T for q ¼ u and over b, B for
q ¼ d, in the mass eigenstate basis; the couplings to the
Higgs Yii are defined in Eqs. (A1) and (A2) of Appendix A,
and the function A1=2 is defined, for instance, in [54]. A1=2

approaches the infinite mass value of 4=3 pretty fast for mi

larger than MH, which holds for both t and new heavy
states. [The difference between A1=2ðM2

H=4m
2
t Þ and the

asymptotic value for large quark masses is only 3%.]
Thus, in the up sector we can approximate

Fu ’ 4

3
ðYtt þ YTTÞ ¼ 4

3
; (16)

just as in the SM. The reason for this cancellation can be
easily identified. Defining the matrix

Y0 ¼ 1 0

0 0

 !
; (17)

for singlets and triplets the Higgs interactions are given by

LH ¼ � 1

v
�t0L �T0

L

� �
Y0Mu

t0R

T0
R

 !
H þ H:c:

¼ � 1

v
�tL �TL

� �
Uu

LY
0ðUu

LÞyMu
diag

tR

TR

 !
H þ H:c:;

(18)

and for doublets by

LH ¼ � 1

v
�t0L �T0

L

� �
MuY0

t0R

T0
R

 !
H þ H:c:

¼ � 1

v
�tL �TL

� �
Mu

diagU
u
RY

0ðUu
RÞy

tR

TR

 !
H þ H:c:

(19)

Then, the sum Ytt þ YTT is simply the trace of either
the matrix Y ¼ Uu

LY
0ðUu

LÞy (singlets and triplets) or
Y ¼ Uu

RY
0ðUu

RÞy (doublets), which obviously equals unity.
In the down sector, on the other hand, the b quark

is much lighter and there is essentially no cancellation
in the gg ! H (H ! gg) and H ! �� amplitudes be-
cause jA1=2ðM2

H=4m
2
bÞj ’ 10�2, much smaller than

A1=2ðM2
H=4m

2
BÞ ’ 4=3. A good approximation is then ob-

tained by using the heavy quark limit for the B quark and
neglecting the contribution of the b quark. Then, we get the
new physics contribution to the amplitudes

8We do not combine T, S and Z ! b �b observables in a joint �2

but simply require independent agreement with both sets at the
95% C.L. Since in most cases one of the constraints strongly
dominates the other, the 95% C.L. interpretation is retained.
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Fd � FSM
d ’ 4

3
ðsdL;RÞ2; (20)

which is suppressed by the square of the mixing angle, sdL
for singlets and triplets and sdR for doublets. We have seen
in the previous section that the largest mixing allowed by
electroweak tests for the down-type quarks occurs in the
case of the ðBYÞ doublet. With the largest allowed mixing,
sdR ¼ 0:18, an exact calculation gives an increase in the
gg ! H cross section and H ! gg partial width of 6.4%
with respect to the SM. In H ! ��, where the W boson
loop contributes dominantly, the partial width decreases by
0.4% with respect to the SM. But another effect to account
for is the change in the coupling of the Higgs to bottom
quarks, which modifies at the tree level the decay width
H ! b �b [55]. With the maximal mixing sdR ¼ 0:18, this
partial width is reduced by a 6.4% with respect to its SM
value. Since this decay mode gives the bulk of the total
width of the Higgs, with BrðH ! b �bÞ ¼ 0:578 for
MH ¼ 125 GeV [56,57], the branching ratios into other
final states are enhanced by an extra 3.8%. In particular, the
combined effect in the H ! gg branching ratio is an
increase of 10% with respect to the SM value.

These effects are well below the precision of the current
measurements [2,3] and are likely invisible at the LHC.
But they would be visible at the ILC, where the expected
precision in Higgs branching ratio measurements is at
the few percent level [58]. In particular, deviations in the
branching ratios for H ! gg and H ! b �b would be at the
2� level, given the expected precision�Br=Br of 4.8% and
2.6%, respectively, in their measurement. Finally, note that
different conclusions can be drawn in the presence of
several different types of vectorlike quarks with Yukawa
couplings connecting them [59–62] or in theories with
large nonrenormalizable couplings [45]. Modifications of
H ! �� without affecting gg ! H, H ! gg are possible
with extra vectorlike leptons [63–66].

V. HEAVY QUARK DECAYS

In multiplets with more than one heavy particle (dou-
blets, triplets) the two heavy states share the same bare
mass term, but the mixing with lighter partners t, b induces
a splitting of their mass given by the equations in Table I.
In particular, one can easily observe from these equations
that mT � mX, mB � mY while T can be heavier or lighter
than B. The allowed range of the splitting, given the con-
straints on mixing in Sec. III, is presented in Fig. 2. Notice
that in the three plots the allowed regions for the triplets are
fully contained in the ones for the doublets, as indicated by
the labels. Moreover, in the lower plot the regions for the
two triplets are disjoint.

The small mass difference between the heavy members
of the multiplets suppresses the decay from one to the
other. Hence, the only possible decays for the heavy states
are into top/bottom quarks plus aW, Z or Higgs boson. For

the quarks with exotic charges 5=3, �4=3 the only decay
channels are X ! Wþt, Y ! W�b, with total widths given
in Appendix B. For the heavy quarks with charges 2=3 and
�1=3, the possible channels are well known [67],

T ! Wþb; T ! Zt; T ! Ht;

B ! W�t; B ! Zb; B ! Hb: (21)

The partial widths for all these modes are also collected in
Appendix B. The branching ratios for the different chan-
nels have some dependence on the heavy quark masses,
resulting from kinematics. In all multiplets except the ðTBÞ
doublet, there is only one independent mixing parameter,
and the dependence of the branching ratios on its value is
marginal because one of the chiralities is always very
suppressed with respect to the other one and, given the
constraints presented in Sec. III, the dominant charged
current and neutral mixings are similar, X ’ V, as it can
be checked with the explicit expressions given in
Appendix A. For the ðTBÞ doublet the branching ratios of
T, B do depend on the relative size of �uR and �dR. We thus
have considered three scenarios: (i) �uR � 0, �dR ¼ 0
(labeled as ‘‘d0’’), �dR � 0, �uR ¼ 0 (‘‘u0’’) and maximal
mixing (maximum values of sin�uR and sin �dR in Fig. 1, for
a given mT) labeled as ‘‘max’’.
The allowed branching ratios for T, B in the different

multiplets are presented in Fig. 3. The three branching
ratios are not independent, since

Br ðQ ! Wq0Þ þ BrðQ ! ZqÞ þ BrðQ ! HqÞ ¼ 1;

(22)

with ðQ; q; q0Þ ¼ ðT; t; bÞ; ðB; b; tÞ. The values of
BrðQ ! ZqÞ and BrðQ ! HqÞ are given in the horizontal
and vertical axes, respectively, while the charged current
one is obtained by the condition in Eq. (22). The dots repre-
sent the values for mQ ¼ 2 TeV and are very close to

the asymptotic values for very heavy quark masses where
	 ’ m2

Q, rx ’ 0 in Eqs. (B3) and (B4). The crosses indicate

the points corresponding to the current mass limit, which
depend on the specific decay channels. Currently, the limits
are [68,4,69–71]

TABLE I. Splitting between heavy quark masses for the dou-
blets and triplets.

ðXTÞ m2
X ¼ m2

Tc
2
R þm2

t s
2
R

ðTBÞ m2
TðcuRÞ2 þm2

t ðsuRÞ2 ¼ m2
BðcdRÞ2 þm2

bðsdRÞ2
ðBYÞ m2

Y ¼ m2
Bc

2
R þm2

bs
2
R

ðXTBÞ m2
X ¼ m2

TðcuLÞ2 þm2
t ðsuLÞ2

m2
TðcuLÞ2 þm2

t ðsuLÞ2 ¼ m2
BðcdLÞ2 þm2

bðsdLÞ2
ðTBYÞ m2

Y ¼ m2
BðcdLÞ2 þm2

bðsdLÞ2
m2

TðcuLÞ2 þm2
t ðsuLÞ2 ¼ m2

BðcdLÞ2 þm2
bðsdLÞ2
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mX > 770 GeV ½68� ðXTÞ; ðXTBÞ;
mT > 640 GeV ½69� T; ðXTBÞ;
mT > 790 GeV ½69� ðXTÞ; ðTBYÞ;
mT > 640 GeV ½4; 69� ðTBÞ;
mB > 590 GeV ½70� B; ðTBYÞ;
mB > 358 GeV ½71� ðTBÞ; ðBYÞ;
mY > 656 GeV ½4� ðBYÞ; ðTBYÞ:

(23)

The lines between dots and crosses represent the branch-
ing ratios for intermediate masses. Note that for a ðTBÞ
doublet with sin �uR ¼ 0 the T quark does not couple to Z
and H, hence it only decays to Wþb. Conversely, for
sin �dR ¼ 0 the B quark does not couple to Z, H and can
only decay into W�t. We also remark that for the T and
B quarks appearing in the two triplet representations the
decay branching ratios are very similar to the ones for
singlets or doublets. Therefore, the study of heavy quark
pair production in [21] can be trivially extended to these
cases too. Also, in Fig. 3 it can be noticed that in both

triangles the allowed branching ratios lie around the lines
between (0, 0) and (0.5, 0.5). This is a consequence of the
exact equality between the moduli of YqQ and the domi-

nant XqQ coupling (see Appendix A).

VI. SINGLE PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

One of the most interesting consequences of our limits
concerns the single production of heavy quarks at the LHC.
The cross sections for these processes are proportional to
the square of the couplings to theW or Z bosons, hence the
limits obtained in Sec. III determine the maximum cross
section for these processes.
Cross sections for the different processes of single vec-

torlike quark production have been previously obtained
in [21]. Heavy quarks T, Y that couple to the b quark
and the W boson can be produced in T �bj, Y �bj, being j a
light quark jet, with relatively large cross sections. (The
charge conjugate processes are always understood, and
their cross sections are included in the results presented.)
These processes take place via the exchange of a t-channel
W boson, in full analogy with t-channel single top
production in the SM. B quarks can be produced in a
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FIG. 2 (color online). Allowed range for the splitting of the heavy quark masses.
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similar process, B �bj, with the exchange of a t-channel Z
boson but with lower cross sections for equal mixings.
Charge 5=3 quarks can only be produced in association
with a top quarkX�tj involving a t-channelW boson, but the
cross section is much smaller than it is for the former
processes. Even smaller is the cross section for T �tj with
Z boson exchange, which is the only production process for
a T quark with very small coupling to the W, as for
example in the case of the ðXTÞ doublet.

The maximum cross sections for the most interest-
ing processes (corresponding to the multiplets with
largest mixing) are presented in Fig. 4 for center-of-
mass (c.m.) energies of 8 (left) and 13 TeV (right).
They have been computed with PROTOS [21] at the

tree level. (Next-to-leading order calculations for singleT
production are available [72,73].) They comprise
(i) T �bj for the T singlet.
(ii) T �bj, B �bj and T �tj for the ðTBÞ doublet. Remarkably,

the cross section for T �bj, which is proportional to
the mixing in the down sector, can be larger than the
one for T �tj, which is proportional to the mixing in
the up sector but is a much more suppressed process.
B �bj is also proportional to the mixing in the down
sector, but its cross section is smaller, as mentioned
above.

(iii) Y �bj and B �bj for the ðBYÞ doublet.
(iv) X�tj for the ðXTÞ doublet. The cross section for T �tj

in this model is even smaller.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Maximum single heavy quark production cross sections at the LHC with 8 (left) and 13 TeV (right), for
selected quark multiplets. The dotted part of the lines indicates the range of masses already excluded by direct searches. In the left plot,
the shaded area corresponds to cross sections below 1 fb, uninteresting for the luminosity L ’ 20 fb�1 collected.
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In the plots, for a given value of the mass the mixing is set
to the maximum allowed by indirect constraints in Fig. 1,
thereby obtaining the maximum cross section for each
process. For comparison we also include the pair produc-
tion cross section, which is independent of the mixing.
Single production for the rest of the multiplets is small
and can be estimated from the data shown in Fig. 4 and the
limits in Sec. III.

These results deserve a detailed discussion. We observe
thatY �bj, T �bj andB �bj are the only relevant single production
processes at 8 TeV, since the rest have cross sections that are
below the one for pair production. The same can be said for a
c.m. energy of 13TeV. Precisely these three processes involve
Feynman diagrams with initial state gluon splitting g ! b �b,
as t-channel single top production in the SM. The X�tj and
T �tj processes involving initial gluon splitting g ! t�t always
have cross sections far below the one for pair production in
minimal models with only one multiplet.9

The Y quark decays into W�b with 100% branching
ratio, so the signal resulting from its single production is
Y �bj ! W�b �bj, which may be distinguished from the
production of W þ jets by the large Wb invariant mass
and the presence of a forward jet. For T �bj, the T singlet
decays into Wþb, Zt and Ht with branching ratios around
0:5:0:25:0:25. The resulting signal Wþb �bj should be vis-
ible over theW þ jets background; in the Zt decay channel
the leptonic Z mode gives a clean signal but with a small
branching ratio and the signal in the Higgs channel might
be identified by requiring several b tags and a forward jet.
The same can be said about B �bj with B ! Hb, Zb, which
have branching ratios around 0:5:0:5 for the ðBYÞ doublet.
More detailed studies of the LHC sensitivity to single T
production have been given in [74–76].

VII. EFFECTS IN TOP COUPLINGS

Using the explicit expressions for the Lagrangians col-
lected in Appendix A, the limits on mixing angles pre-
sented in the previous section can be directly translated
into constraints on the possible deviations of the top cou-
plings to the W, Z and Higgs bosons,

�VL
tb � VL

tb � ðVL
tbÞSM ’ VL

tb � 1;

�VR
tb � VR

tb � ðVR
tbÞSM ¼ VR

tb;

�XL
tt � XL

tt � ðXL
ttÞSM ¼ XL

tt � 1;

�XR
tt � XR

tt � ðXR
ttÞSM ¼ XR

tt ;

�Ytt � Ytt � ðYttÞSM: (24)

The results are presented in Fig. 5. The deviations in VL
tb are

too small to be observed in single top production at the LHC,
given the present size of systematic uncertainties, around 7%
in the best case [77,78]. Likewise, the possible appearance of
a right-handed coupling VR

tb would not show up in measure-

ments of W helicity fractions and related observables given
the current sensitivity to �VR

tb � 0:2 [79] or even with the

envisaged precision �VR
tb � 0:06 [80]. The deviations in the

Higgs Yukawa coupling of the top are also very small, well
below the expected precision at theLHC,�Ytt � 0:2 [81] and
even at the ILC, �Ytt � 0:1 [82,83].
On the other hand, the couplings to the Z boson are

expected to be measured with very good precision at the
ILC. As an example, we show in Fig. 6 the variation of the
FB asymmetry in eþe� ! t�t (see [84]) for three polariza-
tion options: (i) Pe� ¼ �0:8, Peþ ¼ 0:3; (ii) Pe� ¼ 0:8,
Peþ ¼ �0:3; (iii) no polarization. The green and yellow
bands represent the 1� and 2� statistical uncertainty,
taking a luminosity of 500 fb�1 and a bulk detection
efficiency of 25% in the semileptonic t�t decay channel,
which is similar to the one achieved at the LHC [85,86].
Systematic uncertainties are not included and would
slightly degrade the sensitivity. We observe that detection
of indirect effects of quark mixing could in principle be
possible, even if the new quarks are beyond the LHC reach.
But this would demand keeping systematic uncertainties in
these asymmetries below 1%, which requires a very good
reconstruction of the t�t pair [87].

VIII. EFFECTS IN BOTTOM COUPLINGS:
IMPROVING THE ELECTROWEAK FIT

In the bottom sector, there is already a deviation that
demands an explanation: the FB asymmetry in eþe� !
Z ! b �b at the LEP [40]. Actually, the measured Rb is
above the SM prediction, while Ab

FB is below it. Hence,
the consistency with both measurements can be improved

by increasing jcRj in Eq. (11). Since cL;R ¼ �XL;R
bb þ 2

3 s
2
W

at the tree level, with X ¼ �2T3 for down-type quarks, it
can be easily seen that agreement with experimental data
can be improved with a moderate mixing of bR with a
heavy BR having weak isospin T3 > 0, as it appears in the
ðBYÞ doublet only.10 Previous work [41] has actually
attempted to explain Ab

FB via the simultaneous mixing
with a ðBYÞ doublet and a B singlet. (See also [61] for a
fit in a custodial model with vectorlike quarks, with im-
plications for Higgs physics, [93,94] for a composite Higgs
model and [95] for a model with a B singlet and a new Z0
boson.) Mixing with the former increases jcRj in Eq. (11)
and mixing with the latter decreases jcLj so that Rb and
Ab
FB can be simultaneously fitted with two independent

9These processes might be enhanced in models that evade the
limits in Sec. III via cancellations of the contributions of differ-
ent vectorlike multiplets (and/or other types of new physics), as
we have discussed above. Whether the large mixings necessary
to make these processes phenomenologically relevant are com-
patible with precision electroweak data needs to be checked for
each model of this kind.

10An interpretation of the observed top quark resonance as the
lower member of a hypercharge �5=6 doublet [88] is excluded
by the several direct measurements of the top quark charge at the
Tevatron [89,90] and the LHC [91,92].
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mixing parameters. Here we explore the simpler possibility
of improving the agreement with the ðBYÞ doublet only,
fitting a single mixing parameter. Other possibilities in-
volving large mixings and an overall change of sign in the
couplings are not considered.

We perform a fit to Z pole observables in two different
sets of predictions for the SM values. The first one [43]
(hereafter called ‘‘fit 1’’) corresponds to the values of RSM

b ,

Ab;SM
FB , ASM

b and RSM
c used in Sec. III to obtain upper limits

on the mixing. The second scenario (‘‘fit 2’’) corresponds
to a new calculation of Rb in the SM [96], yielding the SM
predictions from a fit [97]

RSM0
b ¼ 0:21474; Ab;SM0

FB ¼ 0:1032;

ASM0
b ¼ 0:93464; RSM0

c ¼ 0:17223: (25)
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FIG. 5. Allowed deviations in top couplings. The dotted part of the lines indicates the range of masses already excluded by
direct searches.
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Using the predictions in [43], the best-fit value for the
mixing is sin �R ¼ 0:12, which reduces the �2 from
�2 ¼ 7:37 to �2 ¼ 4:16. Using the predictions in [97]
the best fit is obtained for sin �R ¼ 0:157, which greatly

improves the agreement with experimental data, from
�2 ¼ 10:97 to �2 ¼ 1:61. The results are shown in
Fig. 7, together with the 1� (green) and 2� (yellow) bands.
Note that, for both fits, the preferred mixing with the
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FIG. 6 (color online). Deviations in the FB asymmetry in eþe� ! t�t at the ILC. The dotted part of the lines indicates the range of
masses already excluded by direct searches.
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doublet is smaller than the one obtained when a singlet B is
also included [41,61]. We also point out that the results of
the fit are independent of the heavy B mass, since mB and
�dR are independent parameters and the corrections to Zbb
couplings only depend on �dR, see Eqs. (A1) in Appendix A.
However, in order to get these mixings of order 0.1–0.2,
an off-diagonal Yukawa yd43 of order unity is needed

in the mass matrix for the down sector, see Eq. (4).
Imposing the loose requirement that this Yukawa is at
most equal to the SM top quark Yukawa ySMt (which is
much larger than the bottom quark one), we obtain upper
limits on the heavy mass, mB & 1:4 TeV for fit 1, mB &
1:1 TeV for fit 2. In addition, we have constraints from
oblique corrections, which are more relevant for fit 2,
mB 	 1:9 TeV.

New heavy quarks Y with a mass of the order of the TeV
and with a charged current coupling VR

bY ’ 0:1 are pro-

duced singly at large rates at the LHC, as seen in the
previous section (see also [42]). We give in Fig. 8 the cross
sections for the best-fit mixings corresponding to the two
sets of Z pole predictions. The preferred mass range,
between exclusion by direct searches and the upper
limit from jyd43j< ySMt , is displayed by a thicker red line.

It is therefore apparent that, if a ðBYÞ doublet is responsible
for the deviation in the Z ! b �b measurements, the new
quark Y should be seen at the LHC, perhaps already at the
8 TeV run.

IX. SUMMARY

New vectorlike quarks can naturally have masses above
the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. They are being
searched for at the LHC, with lower limits on their masses
in the range of 600–800 GeV, at present. These limits
typically imply a small mixing with the SM quarks, in
order to fulfill indirect constraints from oblique corrections
and Z ! b �b data. We have explicitly obtained these

constraints for minimal SM extensions with one vectorlike
quark multiplet, with dominant coupling to the third gen-
eration. In the up quark sector this assumption is based
on theoretical arguments and also on experimental data,
which sets much stronger constraints on mixing with the
first two generations than with the top quark. In the down
sector the assumption of dominant mixing with the b quark
is motivated by the usual hierarchy of Yukawa couplings
but is not an experimental requisite. On the other hand, the
simplification of studying one vectorlike multiplet at a time
is expected to lead to conservative bounds for generic
theories with several quark multiplets, but it can break
down in the case of specific models that make use of
cancellations between the contributions of different mul-
tiplets to electroweak observables. We have also checked
that Higgs data do not impose further constraints on these
minimal scenarios with vectorlike quarks.
A first outcome of our analysis, very relevant for heavy

quark searches at the LHC, concerns the decay of the heavy
quarks. It is often mentioned in the literature that the mass
splitting for vectorlike multiplets should be small, since it
is induced by electroweak breaking. We have given explicit
upper bounds on the size of this effect. The mass splittings
are at most of the order of several GeV, so the decays from
one heavy quark to another one are suppressed. The only
allowed decays are then into a SM quark t, b plus aW, Z or
Higgs boson. We have given predictions for the branching
ratios of T, B quarks in all multiplet representations, taking
into account the suppressed mixings and mass effects.
Single production of heavy quarks at the LHC, which is

less suppressed than pair production by parton distribution
functions but is proportional to the mixing squared, be-
comes more relevant as lower limits on their mass grow. In
this respect, we have obtained the maximum single pro-
duction cross sections for the multiplets T, ðXTÞ, ðTBÞ,
ðBYÞ, where the mixing with the SM quarks can be largest,
identifying the most promising processes: Y �bj and B �bj for
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FIG. 8 (color online). Cross sections for Y �bj production for the best-fit mixings at 8 (left) and 13 TeV (right). The pair production
cross section is shown for comparison.
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the ðBYÞ doublet and T �bj for the T singlet and the ðTBÞ
doublet. Our calculations of the maximal cross sections
allowed by indirect constraints can be used as a guide for
LHC searches in the standard single production channels.
We have not considered here other model-dependent pro-
ductionmechanisms,whichmay be available in the presence
of additional new particles, such as heavy gluons [98–102].

With the constraints we have obtained, we have found
that the deviations in top couplings induced by mixing with
vectorlike quarks are small in general. Only for the Ztt
vertex these deviations might be visible in eþe� ! t�t at a
future ILC, provided the systematic uncertainties on asym-
metry measurements are kept very small, which would be a
challenge for the data analysis. However, on the bottom
side, we have addressed the possibility of explaining
the anomalous asymmetry Ab

FB in Z ! b �b at the LEP by
the mixing of the b quark with a ðBYÞ doublet (one of the
‘‘beautiful mirrors’’ in [41]). We have found that such
mixing improves significantly the �2 of the fit of the
relevant observables, especially when one takes into ac-
count the recent calculation of two-loop electroweak cor-
rections to Rb [96]: the improvement is then from
�2 ¼ 10:97 in the SM (with 4 degrees of freedom) to a
best-fit value �2 ¼ 1:61 (with 3 degrees of freedom). This
best fit is independent of the heavy quark masses, but we
have given reasons to expect them in the range around
1 TeV. In that case, the new quark Y of charge�4=3might
be seen in current 8 TeV data and would definitely be
observed in the second LHC run at 13 TeV. In addition,
this explanation of the Ab

FB anomaly predicts deviations in
the H ! b �b, H ! gg branching ratios that would be vis-
ible at the ILC at the 2� level. The ðBYÞ doublet constitutes
a unique example of a model that can improve the agree-
ment of the predictions for Z ! b �b with experimental data
by fitting a single mixing parameter,11 and predicting at the
same time a likely range for the mass of the a new particle,
which can be probed at the LHC.

Before finishing, we would like to point out to the
reader, once more, that all the quantitative statements
made in this paper regarding the possible effects of mixing
in top couplings, single production cross sections, etc., may
be relaxed if more than one vectorlike multiplet (or other
kind of new physics) is introduced, such that the cancella-
tions between different contributions hide the indirect
effects of the new particles. For instance, models can be
constructed along the lines of [30] to allow for largeOð0:5Þ
mixings, leading to large deviations in top couplings and
large cross sections for the suppressed processes X�tj, T �tj.
Because substantial cancellations are nontrivial, the com-
patibility with LEP data of large mixings must be tested on

a model-by-model basis. For other kinds of SM extensions
with generic parameters, on the other hand, we expect that
all the results we have derived for the minimal scenarios
hold, at least qualitatively.
To conclude, in this paper we have addressed a variety

of direct and indirect effects resulting from the mixing of
vectorlike quarks with the third generation. This work has
complemented the study of heavy quark pair production
in [21] by addressing single production, by refining pre-
dictions for the heavy quark decays and by the inclusion of
vectorlike triplets into the game. Together, these two works
have provided a comprehensive guide for the LHC phe-
nomenology of minimal extensions of the SM with vector-
like quarks.
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APPENDIX A: LAGRANGIAN

The Lagrangian of the SM quarks t, b modified by the
mixing with vectorlike quarks reads

LW ¼ � gffiffiffi
2

p �t��ðVL
tbPL þ VR

tbPRÞbWþ
� þ H:c:;

LZ ¼ � g

2cW
�t��ðXL

ttPL þ XR
ttPR � 2Qts

2
WÞtZ�

� g

2cW
�b��ð�XL

bbPL � XR
bbPR � 2Qbs

2
WÞbZ�;

LH ¼ � gmt

2MW

Ytt �ttH � gmb

2MW

Ybb
�bbH; (A1)

plus the interactions with the gluon and photon that remain

the same as in the SM. The charged current mixings VL;R
tb

for all multiplets are given in Table II, the neutral ones

XL;R
tt , XL;R

bb in Table III and the Higgs couplings Ytt, Ybb in

Table IV.
The Lagrangian for the heavy quarksQ,Q0 ¼ X, T, B, Y

follow a similar notation,

LW ¼ � gffiffiffi
2

p �Q��ðVL
QQ0PL þ VR

QQ0PRÞQ0Wþ
� þ H:c:;

LZ ¼ � g

2cW
�Q��ð�XL

QQPL � XR
QQPR � 2QQs

2
WÞQZ�;

LH ¼ � gmQ

2MW

YQQ
�QQH; (A2)

11An explanation of this anomaly with a Z0 in terms of a single
parameter is also possible, but it involves large, possibly non-
perturbative, couplings. The couplings can be made smaller
including additional new particles [103], but this complicates
the model.
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with the plus (minus) sign in the Z term for X, T (B, Y).

Charged current mixings VL;R
QQ0 are given in Table V, neutral

ones XL;R
QQ in Table VI and the Higgs couplings YQQ in

Table VII. Blank entries indicate that the coupling is not
present in the Lagrangian. The electromagnetic interac-
tions are determined by the quark charge, and the strong
interactions are the same as for any other quark.

Finally, the terms involving a heavy (Q) and a light (q)
quark are

LW ¼ � gffiffiffi
2

p �Q��ðVL
QqPL þ VR

QqPRÞqWþ
� þ H:c:

� gffiffiffi
2

p �q��ðVL
qQPL þ VR

qQPRÞQWþ
� þ H:c:;

LZ ¼ � g

2cW
�q��ð�XL

qQPL � XR
qQPRÞQZ� þ H:c:;

LH ¼ � gmQ

2MW

�qðYL
qQPL þ YR

qQPRÞQHþ H:c: (A3)

APPENDIX B: HEAVY QUARK DECAY WIDTHS

The total widths for the decay of X, Y quarks are (see
also [30])

�ðX!WþtÞ¼ g2

64


mX

M2
W

	ðmX;mt;MWÞ1=2

�fðjVL
Xtj2þjVR

Xtj2Þ½1þ r2W �2r2t �2r4W

þ r4t þ r2Wr
2
t ��12r2WrtReV

L
XtV

R

Xt g;

�ðY!W�bÞ¼ g2

64


mY

M2
W

	ðmY;mb;MWÞ1=2

�fðjVL
bYj2þjVR

bYj2Þ½1þ r2W �2r2b�2r4W

þ r4bþ r2Wr
2
b��12r2WrbReV

L
bYV

R

bY g;

(B1)

with rx � mx=mQ, where x ¼ t, b, W, Z, H and Q is the

heavy quark, and

TABLE III. Light-light couplings to the Z boson.

XL
tt XR

tt XL
bb XR

bb

ðTÞ c2L 0 1 0

ðBÞ 1 0 c2L 0

ðXTÞ c2L � s2L �s2R 1 0

ðTBÞ 1 ðsuRÞ2 1 ðsdRÞ2
ðBYÞ 1 0 c2L � s2L �s2L

ðXTBÞ ðcuLÞ2 0 1þ ðsdLÞ2 2ðsdRÞ2
ðTBYÞ 1þ ðsuLÞ2 2ðsuRÞ2 ðcdLÞ2 0

TABLE IV. Light-light couplings to the Higgs boson.

Ytt Ybb

ðTÞ c2L 1

ðBÞ 1 c2L
ðXTÞ c2R 1

ðTBÞ ðcuRÞ2 ðcdRÞ2
ðBYÞ 1 c2R

ðXTBÞ ðcuLÞ2 ðcdLÞ2
ðTBYÞ ðcuLÞ2 ðcdLÞ2

TABLE V. Heavy-heavy couplings to the W boson.

VL
XT VR

XT VL
TB VR

TB VL
BY VR

BY

ðXTÞ cL cR
ðTBÞ cuLc

d
L þ suLs

d
Le

�ið�u��dÞ cuRc
d
R

ðBYÞ cL cR
ðXTBÞ ffiffiffi

2
p

cuL
ffiffiffi
2

p
cuR suLs

d
L þ ffiffiffi

2
p

cuLc
d
L

ffiffiffi
2

p
cuRc

d
R

ðTBYÞ suLs
d
L þ ffiffiffi

2
p

cuLc
d
L

ffiffiffi
2

p
cuRc

d
R

ffiffiffi
2

p
cdL

ffiffiffi
2

p
cdR

TABLE VI. Heavy-heavy couplings to the Z boson.

XL
XX XR

XX XL
TT XR

TT XL
BB XR

BB XL
YY XR

YY

ðTÞ s2L 0

ðBÞ s2L 0

ðXTÞ 1 1 s2L � c2L �c2R

ðTBÞ 1 ðcuRÞ2 1 ðcdRÞ2
ðBYÞ s2L � c2L �c2R 1 1

ðXTBÞ 2 2 ðsuLÞ2 0 1þ ðcdLÞ2 2ðcdRÞ2
ðTBYÞ 1þ ðcuLÞ2 2ðcuRÞ2 ðsdLÞ2 0 2 2

TABLE II. Light-light couplings to the W boson.

VL
tb VR

tb

ðTÞ cL 0

ðBÞ cL 0

ðXTÞ cL 0

ðTBÞ cuLc
d
L þ suLs

d
Le

ið�u��dÞ suRs
d
Re

ið�u��dÞ
ðBYÞ cL 0

ðXTBÞ cuLc
d
L þ ffiffiffi

2
p

suLs
d
L

ffiffiffi
2

p
suRs

d
R

ðTBYÞ cuLc
d
L þ ffiffiffi

2
p

suLs
d
L

ffiffiffi
2

p
suRs

d
R

TABLE VII. Heavy-heavy couplings to the Higgs boson.

YXX YTT YBB YYY

ðTÞ s2L
ðBÞ s2L
ðXTÞ 0 s2R
ðTBÞ ðsuRÞ2 ðsdRÞ2
ðBYÞ s2R 0

ðXTBÞ 0 ðsuLÞ2 ðsdLÞ2
ðTBYÞ ðsuLÞ2 ðsdLÞ2 0
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	ðx; y; zÞ � ðx4 þ y4 þ z4 � 2x2y2 � 2x2z2 � 2y2z2Þ:
(B2)

The charged current mixings V are given in Tables VIII and
IX of Appendix A. The partial widths for T decays includ-
ing all possible mixing terms are

�ðT!WþbÞ ¼ g2

64


mT

M2
W

	ðmT;mb;MWÞ1=2

�fðjVL
Tbj2þjVR

Tbj2Þ½1þ r2W � 2r2b

� 2r4W þ r4bþ r2Wr
2
b�� 12r2WrbReV

L
TbV

R

Tbg;

�ðT! ZtÞ ¼ g

128
c2W

mT

M2
Z

	ðmT;mt;MZÞ1=2

�fðjXL
tTj2þjXR

tTj2Þ½1þ r2Z� 2r2t

� 2r4Zþ r4t þ r2Zr
2
t �� 12r2ZrtReX

L
tTX

R

tT g;

�ðT!HtÞ ¼ g2

128


mT

M2
W

	ðmT;mt;MHÞ1=2jYtT j2

�½1þ 6r2t � r2H þ r4t � r2t r
2
H�; (B3)

and for the B quark they are completely analogous,

�ðB!W�tÞ ¼ g2

64


mB

M2
W

	ðmB;mt;MWÞ1=2

� fðjVL
tBj2 þ jVR

tBj2Þ½1þ r2W � 2r2t

� 2r4W þ r4t þ r2Wr
2
t � � 12r2WrtReV

L
tBV

R

tB g;

�ðB! ZbÞ ¼ g

128
c2W

mB

M2
Z

	ðmB;mb;MZÞ1=2

� fðjXL
bBj2 þ jXR

bBj2Þ½1þ r2Z � 2r2b
� 2r4Z þ r4b þ r2Zr

2
b� � 12r2ZrbReX

L
bBX

R

bBg;

�ðB!HbÞ ¼ g2

128


mB

M2
W

	ðmB;mb;MHÞ1=2jYbBj2

� ½1þ 6r2b � r2H þ r4b � r2br
2
H�: (B4)

The neutral current mixings X are given in Table X of
Appendix A. In the partial widths to Higgs final states, YqQ

refers to the dominant light-heavy Yukawa coupling in
Table XI, that is, YR

qQ for the singlets and triplets, YL
qQ for

the doublets.

TABLE VIII. Heavy-light couplings to the W boson.

VL
Xt VR

Xt VL
Tb VR

Tb

ðTÞ sLe
�i� 0

ðXTÞ �sLe
�i� �sRe

�i� sLe
�i� 0

ðTBÞ suLc
d
Le

�i�u � cuLs
d
Le

�i�d �cuRs
d
Re

�i�d

ðXTBÞ � ffiffiffi
2

p
suLe

�i� � ffiffiffi
2

p
suRe

�i� ðsuLcdL � ffiffiffi
2

p
cuLs

d
LÞe�i� � ffiffiffi

2
p

cuRs
d
Re

�i�

ðTBYÞ ðsuLcdL � ffiffiffi
2

p
cuLs

d
LÞe�i� � ffiffiffi

2
p

cuRs
d
Re

�i�

TABLE IX. Light-heavy couplings to the W boson.

VL
tB VR

tB VL
bY VR

bY

ðBÞ sLe
i� 0

ðTBÞ cuLs
d
Le

i�d � suLc
d
Le

i�u �suRc
d
Re

i�u

ðBYÞ sLe
i� 0 �sLe

i� �sRe
i�

ðXTBÞ ðcuLsdL � ffiffiffi
2

p
suLc

d
LÞei� � ffiffiffi

2
p

suRc
d
Re

i�

ðTBYÞ ðcuLsdL � ffiffiffi
2

p
suLc

d
LÞei� � ffiffiffi

2
p

suRc
d
Re

i� � ffiffiffi
2

p
sdLe

i� � ffiffiffi
2

p
sdRe

i�

TABLE X. Light-heavy couplings to the Z boson.

XL
tT XR

tT XL
bB XR

bB

ðTÞ sLcLe
i� 0

ðBÞ sLcLe
i� 0

ðXTÞ 2sLcLe
i� sRcRe

i�

ðTBÞ 0 �suRc
u
Re

i�u 0 �sdRc
d
Re

i�d

ðBYÞ 2sLcLe
i� sRcRe

i�

ðXTBÞ suLc
u
Le

i� 0 �sdLc
d
Le

i� �2sdRc
d
Re

i�

ðTBYÞ �suLc
u
Le

i� �2suRc
u
Re

i� sdLc
d
Le

i� 0

TABLE XI. Light-heavy couplings to the Higgs boson.

YL
tT YR

tT YL
bB YR

bB

ðTÞ mt

mT
sLcLe

i� sLcLe
i�

ðBÞ mb

mB
sLcLe

i� sLcLe
i�

ðXTÞ sRcRe
i� mt

mT
sRcRe

i�

ðTBÞ suRc
u
Re

i�u mt

mT
suRc

u
Re

i�u sdRc
d
Re

i�d mb

mB
sdRc

d
Re

i�d

ðBYÞ sRcRe
i� mb

mB
sRcRe

i�

ðXTBÞ mt

mT
suLc

u
Le

i� suLc
u
Le

i� mb

mB
sdLc

d
Le

i� sdLc
d
Le

i�

ðTBYÞ mt

mT
suLc

u
Le

i� suLc
u
Le

i� mb

mB
sdLc

d
Le

i� sdLc
d
Le

i�
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